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Lubrication of Highly Viscous
Core-Annular Flows in
Microfluidic Chambers
We investigate the lubrication transition of high-viscosity fluid threads flowing in sheaths
of less viscous fluids, i.e., viscous core-annular flows, in microchannels. Focus is given on
the flow behavior of threads as they traverse a quasi-two-dimensional diverging-
converging slit microfluidic chamber. The role of the viscosity contrast is examined for
both miscible and immiscible fluids, and, for the later case, both partially wetting and
nonwetting threads are considered. The conditions for lubrication are established in
relation to flow rates of injection, interfacial properties, viscosities, and phenomena such
as viscous buckling, wetting, breakup, and coalescence. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4003733�
Introduction
The manipulation of highly viscous materials at the microscale

s a key challenge for implementing lab-on-chips with the ability
o manage a variety of complex and reactive fluids. Microfluidic
latforms offer great opportunities for controlling multifluid flows
nd interfaces at the small scale. The unique behavior of microf-
ows finds applications in many fields of interests �1–3� and fa-
ilitates studies of fast reactions, biomedical detection and diag-
ostics, environmental monitoring, and micropower generation
4–8�. The manipulation of fluid interfaces is important for the
evelopment of optofluidic elements, including lenses and
aveguides �9–11�, as well as for sequestrating reactive compo-
ents into individual droplets and bubbles �12–14�. Motivated by
his vast array of applications, the continuous formation of
ubbles and droplets has been extensively studied in a variety of
icrogeometries �15–20�.
A broad range of industrial and biological fluids are highly

iscous and their manipulation at the small scale would provide
ew facilities for lab-on-chip devices. Most microfluidic studies,
owever, have been conducted using fluids that exhibit a relatively
ow-viscosity coefficient. As the dimension shrinks, the hydraulic
esistance significantly increases and many of the early microflow
nvestigations have focused on low-viscosity fluids to mitigate the
arge pressure drop required to displace fluids in confined micro-
ystems. A promising strategy for precisely handling “thick” fluids
nvolves the formation of a highly viscous fluid core lubricated by
less viscous fluid, i.e., a viscous core-annular flow or a viscous

hread �21–23�. The self-lubrication property of fluids having a
arge difference in viscosities �24,25� has been relatively unex-
lored at the small scale. In addition to its application to fluid
ransport in narrow geometries and porous media, characterizing
he evolution of viscous stratifications is also important for de-
igning novel continuous flow reactors between soft materials and
olvents.

Here, we examine the behavior of viscous threads flowing in a
uasi-two-dimensional pore. A diverging-converging microfluidic
hamber is connected with two microchannels that are square in
ross section and are used as the fluid inlet and outlet. In a diverg-
ng microchannel, a viscous thread experiences a flow rate-
ontrolled folding instability �21�. Slender viscous structures are
nown to buckle in a fashion similar to elastic solids during short
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intervals of time �26–29�. In this work, we show that the folding
instability can be exploited for the interfacial control of high-
viscosity fluids. Our microfluidic cell is advantageous for investi-
gating the role of fluid properties and flow parameters on the
stability of viscous core-annular flows. This study aims at forging
a unifying picture between miscible and immiscible fluid micro-
threads.

First, we discuss the behavior of miscible threads as this regime
yields insight on the influence of the viscosity contrast between
liquids. Flow morphologies are analyzed and the dramatic lubri-
cation failure of weakly diffusive threads on the top and bottom
walls of the chambers is characterized. Second, the behavior of
core-annular flows formed between two immiscible liquids is ex-
amined. In this situation, the non-negligible interfacial tension be-
tween fluids and the wetting properties of the thread at the walls
play an important role on flow architectures. Using different fluid
pairs, this system is studied for a nonwetting thread and for a
partially wetting thread. Novel combinations of viscous and cap-
illary instabilities are shown to offer innovative mechanisms for
manipulating the lubrication properties of high-viscosity fluids in
confined microdomains.

2 Microfluidic Chambers
Hard microfluidic modules made of silicon and glass were fab-

ricated. A double-sided polished silicon wafer �h=100 �m or
250 �m� is etched-through using DRIE and then sealed between
two flat borosilicate glass plates using anodic bonding �30�. To
visualize flows, the module is placed onto an inverted microscope
with a fiber light on top to provide enough illumination for high-
speed imaging. Fluids are injected into the channel with high-
pressure syringe pumps.

The microfluidic platform consists of two sections, a hydrody-
namic focusing section to create the thread and a square-shaped
diverging-converging chamber �Fig. 1�a��. First, a viscous thread
is produced in the focusing section. The more viscous liquid �L1�
having a viscosity �1 is introduced in the central channel at a flow
rate Q1 and the less viscous fluid �L2� having a viscosity �2 is
symmetrically injected in the side channels with a total flow rate
Q2. This simple method permits the formation of a viscous core
�i.e., viscous thread� made of L1 lubricated by the less viscous
fluid L2 in the square microchannel that leads to the chamber. In
previous studies �21–23�, we found that for large viscosity ratios
�=�1 /�2�15, the thread diameter normalized by the channel
height � /h depends only on the flow rate ratio �=Q1 /Q2 accord-
ing to � /h= �� /2�1/2. This scaling is useful to describe the shape
of a viscous thread both in miscible environments for Pe�103,

where the Péclet number is Pe=hV /D with V being the average
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ow velocity and D being the molecular diffusion coefficient, and
n immiscible surroundings when Ca1�10−1, where Ca1
�1Q1 / ��12h2� is the capillary number associated with the injec-

ion flow rate of the more viscous fluid and �12 is the interfacial
ension between L1 and L2.

Downstream from the square channel, the thread and ensheath-
ng fluid enter the chamber that is characterized by a large width-
o-height aspect ratio w /h=20. The large aspect ratio of the cham-
er allows for comparing flow behavior with a Hele–Shaw cell
pproximation �31�. In such a cell, a single-phase flow can be
onsidered as irrotational and the streamlines of steady flows are
xpected to be identical in shape with those of an inviscid fluid
32�. To investigate this aspect, the flow was seeded with

�m-diameter spheres and consecutive images were superim-
osed to form a composite picture �Fig. 1�b��. This method, which
s equivalent to a long exposure photograph, reveals streamlines
nd shows that the inlet channel flow can be described as a source
nd the outlet channel flow as a sink. In the center of the cell, i.e.,
way from the sidewalls, streamlines can be roughly approxi-
ated by circular arcs identified by their initial angle �. This

nalysis suggests that, in the first section of the chamber, the mean
ow velocity V	1 /r, with r being the distance from the source,
nd equipotential lines are expected to be circular. This effect is
lso observed for multiphase flows. For instance, a deformed
hread advected in the diverging flow field of L2 displays nearly
ircular folding lines having a radius of curvature r �Fig. 1�c��.

Overall, our microfluidic chamber can be viewed as a simple
uidic element that allows for manipulating threads and high-
iscosity liquids. Such flow geometry, which we have previously
abeled as “a microfluidic aquarium” �33�, is particularly well
uited for interrogating the influence of fluid properties on micro-
ultiphase flows.

Miscible Viscous Core-Annular Flows
Miscible viscous core-annular flows are studied using conven-

ional silicone oils �i.e., polydimethylsiloxane �PDMS� oils� hav-
ng a wide range of viscosity: 0.82
�
4865 cP. These poly-
eric oils are fully miscible and considered Newtonian in the

ange of shear rates � presently investigated ���103 s−1�. Pro-
3

ig. 1 Microfluidic chamber: „a… schematic of microchannel
ayout, „b… single-phase flow streamlines, and „c… folding mor-
hology at the chamber inlet
ided that the Péclet number is large enough �Pe�10 �, the ef-
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fects of molecular diffusion are weak. Using miscible fluids in the
weakly diffusive regime is helpful for investigating the influence
of the viscosity ratio � in the absence of the complicated effects
due to interfacial tension and wetting phenomena. Since the initial
thread size � does not depend on � nor interfacial properties in the
inlet square channel, we can finely control the initial conditions
and examine the role of fluid properties and flow parameters in the
chamber.

The thread formed in the hydrodynamic focusing section begins
to fold as it enters the chamber �Fig. 1�c��. The folds define an
envelope that typically increases in amplitude A in the first part of
the chamber �diverging section� and decreases in the second part
�converging section� �Figs. 2�b� and 2�c��. Two regimes are ob-
served: �1� small threads that can traverse the chamber while be-
ing lubricated by L2 at the top and bottom walls and �2� large
threads that make direct contact with the top and bottom walls.
The latter situation is characteristic of a lubrication failure and we
call the central region “pile,” similar to parallel viscous flows
�34�.

The average envelope amplitude normalized by the chamber
width A /w was measured as a function of the flow rate ratio �
=Q1 /Q2 �Fig. 2�a��. For large viscosity ratios �, the transition
between the two regimes is characterized by an abrupt variation in
the envelope amplitude A. This transition depends on the history
of the system. We have investigated the hysteresis in the transition
by comparing the amplitude A between a system initially in the
threading regime and increasing � �i.e., increasing the initial
thread diameter �� with a system initially in the piling regime and
decreasing � �i.e., decreasing ��. Data show that near the transi-
tion, the system can choose different configurations while in the
well-defined threading and piling regimes, hysteresis is negligible.
In Fig. 2�a�, we have plotted the expected viscous parallel flow
approximation �34� A /w= �1+ ����−1�−1, which asymptotically
matches data for large A. Hysteretic effects can alter the critical
flow rate ratio �c for the thread lubrication failure by a factor 2.
This uncertainty in the transition, however, is relatively small
compared with the range of variation of � that spans over two
orders of magnitude.

A comprehensive series of experiments was conducted by sys-

Fig. 2 Lubrication failure of a viscous thread for �=592. „a…
Hysteresis loop between threading and piling regimes: increas-
ing � „�… and decreasing � „�…. Solid line: A /w= †1+ „��…−1

‡

−1.
Experimental pictures with flow rates „�l /min…: „b… Q1=2 and
Q2=110 and „c… Q1=5 and Q2=40.
tematically varying the viscosity ratios � �Fig. 3�. To focus on the
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ehavior of weakly diffusive threads, data are only shown for
ases where the initial thread size decreases and the Péclet number
s large �Pe�103�. Indeed, for small flow rates, molecular diffu-
ion blurs the interface and can also significantly alter the transi-
ion. As the viscosity ratio � decreases, the lubrication transition
ecomes smoother and occurs at a larger flow rate ratio �. This
ehavior is related to the ability of a thread to bend in a viscous
nvironment. In general, the thread folding amplitude A increases

ig. 3 Evolution of the amplitude A for �=52 „�…, 106 „� …, 592
�…, 2796 „�…, and 5933 „�…. Solid line: A /w= †1+�−1

‡

−1.

ig. 4 Influence of viscosity contrast �. „a… Critical flow rate
atio �c for lubrication transition. Solid line: �c=1.8�−0.62. „b…
volution of the prefactor k. Solid line: k=0.06�0.35.

Fig. 5 Morphological features of folding
length of lubrication XP /w as a function o
amplitude XM /w for various �. Bottom: c
=100 �m, flow rates in �l /min…: „1… Q1=1

Q1=5 and Q2=14.

ournal of Fluids Engineering
with the viscosity ratio �. The smooth transition at low � is inter-
preted as a partial lubrication failure. The system can readily in-
tegrate the two states �threading and piling� for low � because the
thread is relatively less viscous and therefore can “reflow” in the
pile. For comparison, the Hele–Shaw cell approximation for �
=1:A /w= �1+�−1�−1 was plotted. Upon carefully examining the
transition for numerous flow rates and viscosity ratios, we define
the lubrication transition to occur when A /w�0.3, which, given
our channel geometry �w /h=20�, corresponds to A�6h.

The critical flow rate ratio �c corresponding to the lubrication
transition �i.e., when A /w�0.3� was measured for a broad range
of � �Fig. 4�a��. Although for each �, the transition can vary due
to the complex interplay between folding and diffusion near the
solid surfaces, experiments show that �c decreases with �. We fit
our data with a power law and find that the function �c
=1.8�−0.62 compares well with experimental behavior. The coeffi-
cient −0.62 is very close to −2 /3 and this simple functional rela-
tionship is useful for predicting the lubrication failure of a viscous
thread in the chamber as a function of �. In particular, relating �
and � indicates that the critical initial size �c for a thread to
traverse the chamber without piling decreases with the viscosity
ratio �.

The influence of � was also examined in the threading regime.
Since the diameter of a lubricated thread in a square channel fol-
lows � /h= �� /2�1/2, by extension, we fit the amplitude of a lubri-
cated folded thread in the chamber with A /w=k�1/2. The prefactor
k is a function of the viscosity ratio, as can be seen in Fig. 4�b�.
Data are reasonably well fit by the function k=0.06�0.35, which
yields the estimate A /w�c�1/3�1/2 with c=0.06. This result
shows that although folding morphologies are rather intricate due
to primary and secondary folding �34�, the mean behavior of the
system can be described using scaling laws.

Two parameters are introduced to quantify the shape of the
more viscous central layer in the chamber. The first criterion is the
penetration length XP of the lubricated thread into the pile. At the
chamber entrance, the thread is lubricated and deposits L1 into the
slow moving pile. The location of this transition can be estimated

reads „�=106…. „a… Apparent penetration
ow rate ratio �. „b… Location of maximum
esponding experimental micrographs „h
nd Q2=180, „2… Q1=7 and Q2=40, and „3…
th
f fl
orr

0 a
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rom experimental micrographs by examining the regions where
olds start to disappear into the pile. This transition also corre-
ponds to the inversion of the envelope curvature of the central
tream �Fig. 5�. Thus, when XP /w=1, the thread remains lubri-
ated along the chamber. Smaller penetration length XP /w�1 in-
icates that the pile has formed. For low �, we systematically
bserve that the pile forms near the end of the chamber. Increasing
he flow rate ratio � results in a pile formation in the upstream
irection. The assumption that XP /w decreases with � is con-
rmed experimentally �Fig. 5�a��.
The second criterion is the location of the maximum central

tream amplitude XM. The lubrication failure is associated with an
ncrease of the amplitude A to conserve mass due to the reduction
n the stream velocity resulting from the contact of the more vis-
ous liquid L1 with the walls. Therefore, the location of the maxi-
um amplitude XM indicates where the center of the pile is posi-

ioned. For a lubricated thread, the maximum is expected in the
enter of the chamber, where XM /w=0.5, according to the single-
hase streamlines. The center of a fully formed pile is also ex-
ected in the middle of the chamber. During the transition, how-
ver, XM appears to shift toward the chamber outlet, as displayed
n Fig. 5�b�. The two parameters XP and XM are useful indicators
f the smooth lubrication transition for low �.

Immiscible Viscous Core-Annular Flows
The behavior of immiscible viscous core-annular flows can

onsiderably differ from their miscible counterparts due to the
ffects of wetting and interfacial tension. The stability of the thin
ubricating film of L2 between the thread and the walls is strongly
ffected by the surface energies between the solid wall and the
uids, which, in turn, determine the contact angle 12 that is de-
ned with respect to the fluid thread. Overall, wetting is important
or the film stability and interfacial tension �12 alters buckling
orphologies. The viscous folding process typically increases the

hread specific area while interfacial tension forces tend to reduce
nterfacial area. Hence, immiscible threads in chambers are sub-
ected to two competing mechanisms, namely, the viscous folding
nd the capillary instabilities.

Microflows are examined in two situations: �a� for a nonwetting
hread and �b� for a partially wetting thread. Fluid pairs were
elected according to their mutual contact angle on borosilicate
lass. For the nonwetting case, we used a silicone oil having a
iscosity �1=485 cP for L1 and ethanol for L2 ��2=1.16 cP�.
he contact angle in this situation approaches 12�180 deg and a
rop of L1 immersed in a continuous phase of L2 assumes a
ypical bead shape on the glass surface �Fig. 6�a��. Using the
ombined capillary rise method �35� with well-characterized boro-
ilicate glass tubes, we measure the interfacial tension �12
1.7�0.2 mN /m between L1 and L2. For the wetting case, we
se a heavy mineral oil having a viscosity of �1=131 cP for L1

ig. 6 Liquid/liquid contact angle measurements on borosili-
ate glass. „a… L1: silicone oil, L2: ethanol, and �12É180 deg.
b… L1: heavy mineral oil, L2: silicone oil, and �12É70. Droplets
re reflected on the glass surface.
nd silicone oil for L2 ��2=6.5 cP�. The mean contact angle in

31203-4 / Vol. 133, MARCH 2011
this case is 12�70 deg �Fig. 6�b��, which is less than � /2.
Hence, when immersed in a bath of silicone oil, mineral oil par-
tially wets the hydrophilic glass walls. The determination of inter-
facial tension in a partially wetting situation is often difficult due
to contact angle hysteresis. Using the combined capillary rise
method, we estimate �12�0.1 mN /m for the mineral/silicone oils
fluid pair. This extremely low value of �12 falls below the uncer-
tainty of our measurement setup ��12=0.2 mN /m. Therefore,
this numerical value should be interpreted as an order of magni-
tude of the interfacial tension between heavy mineral and silicone
oils.

4.1 Nonwetting Thread. For the case of a nonwetting thread
�where L1 is made of silicone oil and L2 is made of ethanol,
contact angle 12�180 deg, and viscosity ratio �=419�, the pres-
ence of a stable thin film of L2 at the top and bottom walls of the
chamber prevents the lubrication failure of the thread, i.e., the
piling regime. Instead, thick threads experience a rather complex
breakup process �Fig. 7�. In these experiments, the capillary num-
ber Ca=�1�Q1+Q2� / ��12h2� is calculated based on the inlet flow
in the square microchannel. This quantity allows for nondimen-
sionalizing the flow velocity, which, in contrast with weakly dif-
fusive threads, strongly influences flow morphologies. In the
threading regime �Fig. 7�a��, a thin capillary thread undergoes

Fig. 7 Deformation of nonwetting threads made of silicone oil
in a sheath of ethanol „�=419…. Micrographs of threading and
breakup regimes, flow rates in �l /min, Q2=130: „a… Q1=7, „b…
Q1=10, and „c… Q1=13. „d… Phase-diagram of flow regimes, Ca
versus �: threading „�… and breakup „�…. Gray dash-dot line:
critical flow rate ratio �c=0.043 for the lubrication transition of
miscible threads having similar �. Red dash-dot line: �c
=0.7Ca−1.
primary and secondary folding �i.e., folding of a folded thread�.
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rimary folds in close proximity coalesce along the flow direction.
his mechanism produces a thicker thread having a folding am-
litude A, which is gradually damped due to the effects of capil-
ary forces. Therefore, thin threads appear to unfold due to inter-
acial tension. As � is increased, the substantial production of
uid interfaces during the buckling of thick capillary threads cre-
tes unstable viscous microstructures that subsequently breakup
nto fluid packets or droplets �Fig. 7�c��. The breakup regime is
haracterized by a succession of states, where widely corrugated
hreads can either temporary traverse the chamber or breakup.
his intriguing “breakup by folding” regime has some direct prac-

ical applications since it provides new means for emulsifying
igh-viscosity fluids at large capillary numbers.

Figure 7�d� shows the flow map and transition line between
hreading and breakup regimes. The critical flow rate ratio �c for
he transition depends on the capillary number Ca and we empiri-
ally find that the function �c=0.7Ca−1 fits data reasonably well
ver the range of parameters investigated. This transition can also
e roughly estimated based on the fluid viscosity ratio using our
revious finding with miscible threads, where �c=1.8�−0.62. Here,
or �=419, the equivalent critical flow rate ratio for threading/
iling would be �c=4.2�10−2, which appears to asymptotically
atch data for the threading/breakup transition at large Ca when

iscous forces are predominant.

4.2 Partially Wetting Thread. In the situation of a partially
etting thread �where L1 is made of heavy mineral oil and L2 is
ade of silicone oil, contact angle 12�70 deg, and viscosity

atio �=20�, a variety of forced wetting phenomena are observed
uring the thread lubrication transition in the cell. This system
ffers the possibility to examine the competing effects between
etting and encapsulation mechanisms. Indeed, although the large
iscosity ratio � between the fluids facilitates the ensheathing of
1 with the formation of a lubricating layer of L2 at the walls, the
referred adhesion of L1 at the walls can potentially substitute the
2 lubricating layer by a L1 wetting layer.
An important aspect of wetting phenomena is rooted in the

volution of the dynamic contact angle  as a function of the
apillary number Ca. For a given fluid pair, the advancing contact
ngle A increases while the receding contact angle R decreases
ith the contact line velocity �36,37�. Hence, a dynamic wetting

ransition occurs at the critical capillary number Cac�10−2 when
A→� and R becomes null �22�. Our microfluidic system, which
s composed of a square microchannel with an average velocity
square= �Q1+Q2� /h2, followed by a plane chamber with an aver-
ge velocity Vchamber= �Q1+Q2� / �hw�, permits the investigation of
he crossover between wetting and lubricating regimes. The large
eduction in the flow speed between the chamber and the square
hannel Vchamber=Vsquare /20 is exploited to locally initiate wetting
henomena. However, it is important to note here that since con-
act lines can align parallel to the mean flow velocity, wetting
ffects can be observed for Ca�Cac.

The influence of Ca on flow morphologies is shown in Fig. 8.
or low Ca, the combined effect of wetting and interfacial tension
auses the thread made of L1 to adhere to the walls due to the
avorable surface energy. This effect results in the relatively large
nvelope amplitude A. For larger Ca, viscous effects dominate
apillary effects and overall favor the formation of a lubricating
ayer between the thread and the walls. As the capillary number
a increases, the folding patterns become more persistent.
We measure the evolution of the normalized thread amplitude

/w as a function of the flow rate ratio � �Fig. 9�. In this series of
xperiments, we have fixed the side flow rate Q2 and progres-
ively increased the thread flow rate Q1 to investigate the transi-
ion from a thread to a pile. The relatively smooth relationship
etween A and � is expected, given the small viscosity ratio �
20 between the fluids. For small and lubricated threads, the am-

litude decreases with Ca. By contrast, larger threads readily

ournal of Fluids Engineering
make direct contact with the walls. The lubrication failure reduces
the L1 /L2 interfacial area and the pile amplitude becomes inde-
pendent from the capillary number Ca.

Finally, we focus on the pile morphology for relatively “low”
capillary number �Ca
2.5� flows �Fig. 10�. Here, contact lines
are clearly identifiable on the micrographs and interfacial phe-
nomena largely dominate viscous effects, which results in the ap-
parent damping of the folding instability. Although the thread os-
cillations are significantly reduced, the small variations in the L2
film thickness � are present and develop into small ripples in the
center of the pile �Fig. 10�a��. The main feature of this regime is
the formation and growth of dewetting patches. The interaction
between contact angle hysteresis and multifluid flow in the cham-
ber can lead to the formation of pinned contact lines. In these
photographs, we visualize contact lines forming both at the top
and bottom walls. The nucleation sites of the dewetting patches
are located in the slow moving regions of the pile, i.e., in the
second half of the chamber near the pile edges. In the absence of
external flow, a dewetting patch grows circularly on a homoge-
neous surface by collecting liquid in a rim near the contact lines
�38�. Here, the external flow significantly distorts the patches.
Growth of L1 patches at the walls is facilitated by the flow in the
downstream patch regions while it is hindered in the upstream
patch regions since, in this area, the patch growth is against the
flow direction. As a result, the system displays the typical mor-
phologies of dewetting arches similar to macroscale systems �39�.

Fig. 8 Influence of capillary number Ca and wetting transition
for fixed flow rate ratio �=5Ã10−2 between heavy mineral oil
„thread… and silicone oil „sheath…. Flow rates in �l /min: „a… Q1
=5, Q2=100, and Ca=37, „b… Q1=2.5, Q2=50, and Ca=18, and „c…
Q1=1, Q2=20, and Ca=7.

Fig. 9 Evolution of the normalized envelope amplitude A /w
for partially wetting threads as a function of the flow rate ratio
� for various fixed side flow rates „in �l /min… Q2=10 „�…, 20
„�…, 50 „�…, 100 „�…, and 150 „� …. „a…, „b…, and „c… correspond to
data in Fig. 8. Solid line: A /w= †1+�−1

‡

−1, dashed-line: A /w= †1
−1 −1
+�� ‡ , and gray line: A /w=0.3.
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or intermediate pile amplitude A, since contact lines have a ten-
ency to align with the flow, we observe the formation of rivulets
i.e., continuous fingers� in the central region. For larger A, most
f the pile is dewetted �Fig. 10�d�� and droplets of L2 can stick to
he walls in the center of the pile. This phenomenon is closely
elated to the stability of rivulets that can break into an assembly
f droplets when not “fed” by L2.

Conclusions
In this paper, we have discussed the lubrication transition of

iscous threads in a microfluidic chamber for both miscible and
mmiscible environments. The single-phase flow streamlines in a
uasi-two-dimensional cell can be approximated by arc of circles
n the center of the chamber. Weakly diffusive viscous core-
nnular flows experience a dramatic lubrication failure as a func-
ion of the flow rates Q1 and Q2 and the viscosity ratio �
�1 /�2. This transition can be predicted using a simple estimate

or the critical flow rate ratio �c as a function of �. In addition, we
ave characterized the amplitude of the folding envelope in the
hreading regime and introduced geometric parameters for analyz-
ng the pile morphology. When fluids are immiscible, the behavior
f capillary threads in the nonwetting and partially wetting cases
s examined. A thin nonwetting thread can unfold due to capillary
ffects while a thick thread can breakup due to the combination of
iscous and capillary instabilities. A partially wetting thread ex-
ibits a complex behavior depending on contact angle hysteresis.
lthough the fluid pair �mineral/silicone oils� used in this experi-
ent has an extremely low interfacial tension, fluid contact lines

ppear clearly at the walls, which is in contrast with purely mis-
ible fluid systems. A regime of particular interest corresponds to
he formation and growth of dewetting patches between the liq-
ids and the walls.

Better understanding of core-annular flow regimes yields in-
ight into novel flow configurations of both fundamental and prac-
ical interests. Here, we have investigated the degree of deforma-
ion that such structures can sustain in a two-dimensional cell

ig. 10 Dewetting flow patterns between heavy mineral oil
thread… and silicone oil „sheath…. Flow rates in �l /min: „a… Q1
1.5, Q2=5.4, �=0.28, and Ca=2.4, „b… Q1=1.5, Q2=4, �=0.37,
nd Ca=1.9, „c… Q1=1.5, Q2=3, �=0.5, and Ca=1.6, and „d… Q1
5, Q2=2, �=2.5, and Ca=2.5.
rimarily as a function of the viscosity ratio. The quantification of

31203-6 / Vol. 133, MARCH 2011
the film thickness � at the walls in both miscible and immiscible
cases should yield significant insights on the lubrication transition
of deformed threads. Numerical simulations and theoretical stabil-
ity analysis of these emerging phenomena would shed new light
into the complex interplay between thread encapsulation and wet-
ting properties. Controlling the lubrication of fluids having a large
difference in viscosity is pivotal for the development of novel
microflow reactors for soft materials.
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Nomenclature
A � envelope amplitude
c � constant

Ca � capillary number in the square channel based
on the inlet flow

Ca1 � capillary number associated with the injection
flow rate of the more viscous fluid

Cac � critical capillary number
D � molecular diffusion coefficient
h � channel height
k � prefactor

L1 � more viscous liquid �core liquid�
L2 � less viscous liquid �sheath liquid�
Pe � Péclet number
Q1 � flow rate associated with L1
Q2 � flow rate associated with L2

r � radial distance from the source
V � average flow velocity

Vchamber � average velocity in the chamber
Vsquare � average velocity in the square channel

w � channel width
XM � location of the maximum amplitude
XP � penetration length of the lubricated thread into

the pile

Greek Letters
� � streamline initial angle
� � viscosity ratio
� � L2 film thickness
� � thread diameter in the square channel

�c � critical thread size
� � shear rate

�12 � interfacial tension between L1 and L2
��12 � uncertainty in interfacial tension measurement

� � viscosity
�1 � viscosity associated with L1
�2 � viscosity associated with L2
� � flow rate ratio between L1 and L2

�c � critical flow rate ratio
 � dynamic contact angle

12 � contact angle between L1 and L2
A � advancing contact angle
R � receding contact angle
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